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Chapter 1

Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a fascinating technique to visualize the interior of the human body. My fascination originates from
the multitude of physical principles that the technique is based on and
the multitude of anatomical and physiological information that can
be gained from it. This introduction starts to give a general idea of
the physical principles (§1.1), on which the research described in this
thesis, is based and which clinical perspective (§1.2) was kept in mind.
In §1.3, a more detailed explanation on MRI velocity measurements
is given together with an outline of the thesis.
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1.1

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a complex technique. The two main
concepts that will be described in this section are, firstly, the creation
of a signal from nuclear resonance in the presence of a magnetic field,
and secondly the localization of the created signal to construct an
image.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
MRI signal is created from the magnetic properties of the hydrogen
nuclei (protons) in water. The magnetic properties of the proton
follow from the quantum mechanical spin- 21 property, therefore the
protons are often referred to as ‘spins’. To influence the spins a MR
scanner makes use of a very strong magnet (see Figure 1.1). All the
hydrogen nuclei will be aligned either parallel or anti-parallel to the
strong magnetic field. There are a few more spins that align parallel
than anti-parallel, resulting in a net magnetization in the direction
of the external magnetic field. The nuclei do not align perfectly, but
they rotate around the main direction (precession) as is illustrated in
Figure 1.2. The frequency with which they precess depends linearly
on the strength of the magnetic field, typically this frequency is in
the range of the radio frequencies (RF). Using an external electromagnetic pulse in the radio frequency range (RF-pulse), the spins
can be excited. The excited spins will generate a resonance signal,
and it is this resonance signal that is utilized.
After the RF-pulse is turned off, the spins will return to their equilibrium state. This relaxation process is accelerated by the chemical
environment of the spin (stimulated emission). Tissues in the body
can be characterized by their differences in chemical composition, and
can be distinguished due to differences in relaxation times. There are
two tissue-parameters by which the relaxation process can be characterized. Firstly, there is the spin-lattice interaction. The more the
water is bound in a tissue, the easier energy can be transferred to
the lattice and the faster the excited spins will return to their equilibrium state. Secondly, there is the spin-spin interaction. The small
magnetic fields of the spins can disturb each other when they are lo-
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Figure 1.1: MR scanner cut-away showing the main magnet for alignment of the spins, the radio frequency coil for excitation, and the gradient coils for localization.
Source: www.magnet.fsu.edu/education/tutorials/magnetacademy
applied magnetic field
precessional orbit

S

Figure 1.2: The nucleus’ rotational axis precesses in an orbit around
the applied magnetic field.
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cated close together, thereby loosing their synchronism of rotation.
The more synchronisity is lost the less net resonance signal remains.
Both relaxation processes exhibit an exponential behavior, which can
be characterized by a single time constant. The time constants with
which these two processes take place are called T1 (spin-lattice) and
T2 (spin-spin). T1 and T2 are to some extent independent of each
other and are together specific for many different tissues.
The MR signal originates from the resonance of spins, and contrast between tissues is due to differences in the proton density, and
the T1 and T2 relaxation times. Therefore timing is an important
parameter: Firstly, the time between successive excitation RF-pulses,
time of repetition (TR), interacts with the spin-lattice relaxation (T1)
as only non-excited spins are available for excitation. Secondly, the
time between excitation and reception of the signal, time of echo
(TE), interacts with the spin-spin relaxation (T2) as the amount of
synchronicity determines the strength of the net signal. By tuning
the technical parameters TR and TE to the tissue parameters T1 and
T2, the signal contrast between tissues can be adjusted.
This technique was originally named Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) [1, 2], and is still a powerful tool in (non-destructive) chemical
analysis.
MR Imaging
To create an image one has to know the position where the signal
originates from. The magnet in the scanner is designed to generate
a homogeneous magnetic field, B0 , in the center of the scanner. As
the rotation frequency of the spins depends on the strength of the
magnetic field, all spins within the B0 -field will start to resonate at
excitation, irrespective of their position. By adding a small magnetic
field that varies with position, the resonance frequency will vary with
position, opening up the way towards localization. These additional
magnetic fields vary linearly in one direction and are therefore called
‘gradient’ fields. MR scanners contain hardware to create three orthogonal gradient fields, any combination of these gradient fields creates an oblique gradient field.
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By applying a gradient field simultaneously with the RF-pulse,
only spins in a certain slice, perpendicular to the gradient field, will
be excited (slice selection, SS). This slice will form the image plane.
As addition of other gradient fields will only generate an oblique slice,
signal localization within the image plane has to be effected in another way. Applying a gradient field after excitation will adapt the
resonance frequency of the spins to the local magnetic field strength.
This way the resonance signal will consist of a whole spectrum of frequencies in which information about the spatial position is encoded.
As gradient fields still can only be applied in one direction, the experiment has to be repeated for each encoding in the second in-plane
direction. These two in-plane encodings are referred to as frequency
(or read-out) encoding (FE or RO) and phase encoding (PE). With
the combination of these two encodings a spatially-dependent resonance frequency spectrum is created. This spatial frequency spectrum
is also called k-space. Data from k-space can be reconstructed by 2D
Fourier transform to spatial positions, the image. In k-space every
data point contains information about every pixel in the final image,
important to note is that this causes a complex but typical relation
with artifacts from acquisition errors.
The whole entirety of excitation RF pulse, applied gradient fields,
signal read-out and their timing details is called a ‘sequence’. MRI
sequences exist in many varieties, each variety has its distinct features on image quality, tissue contrast, acquisition time and artifact
behavior. An example of an MRI sequence is shown in Figure 1.3.
At this point where the NMR technique became suitable for medical diagnostic imaging the name was changed to Magnetic Resonance
Imaging [3–6].

1.2

Cardiac MRI

A growing area of MRI applications is non-invasive diagnostic cardiology [7–10]. The possibility of imaging slices in any oblique orientation is especially useful in the heart as it is positioned obliquely in
the chest. Over the years, gradient systems have become stronger and
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Figure 1.3: An example of an MRI sequence. The relative time is
indicated horizontally. The upper axis (RF) shows the strength and
duration of the RF excitation pulse. The slice selection gradients (SS)
are switched on simultaneous with the RF-pulse. Phase encoding (PE)
and read-out (RO) gradients are shown in the next two axes. The
dotted lines in the PE gradients indicate the phase encoding steps to be
repeated over several TR’s. The last axis (ADC) indicates when MR
signal is recorded. The bipolar gradient (hatched) for velocity encoding
is applied on the SS-axis. One repetition time (TR) is shown.
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faster. Imaging became fast enough to take physiological processes
as breathing and beating of the heart into account. This facilitated
imaging during a breath-hold of the patient and gave enough temporal resolution to reconstruct images into a movie (‘cine’) showing
several phases of the cardiac cycle.
Besides imaging the anatomy by tissue contrast, the MR technique
also has the capability of measuring velocities of moving spins [11–14].
This can be applied to measure the velocity of blood flow through the
heart and arteries. The physical principles and technical aspects of
velocity measurements will be discussed in the next section, first the
application in cardiology will be further explained.
The heart (Figure 1.4) can be considered as a pump supporting
the blood circulation, therefore its function can be assessed by measurement of the blood volumes flowing through it. The most straight
forward measurement for this purpose is to measure the amount of
blood that is pumped out of the heart, the cardiac output [15, 16].
Aortic and pulmonary artery flow measurements and differences in
flow between the two can provide valuable insight in cardiac output,
shunt flow (abnormal flow between the venous and arterial circulation), and aortic and pulmonary regurgitation due to valvular insufficiencies (backward flow).
Mitral Valve
The heart is a one-way pump and therefore has valves to prevent
the blood from flowing backwards (see Figure 1.4). The valve situated between the left atrium and the left ventricle is the mitral valve.
Through various causes the two leaflets of the mitral valve can become defective. Rheumatic fever, valve prolapse, infective endocarditis, myocardial dysfunction, and papillary muscle dysfunction are for
example among these causes [17]. A defective valve can leak blood
in the backward direction, called regurgitation, and places an extra
workload on the heart. If severe, this extra workload can eventually
cause congestive heart failure [17]. An accurate measurement of the
regurgitant volume will aid the physician in decision making about
treatment.
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Figure 1.4: The human heart. Blood returns from the body via the
vena cavae into the right atrium, from there through the tricuspid
valve into the right ventricle. From the right ventricle the blood is
pumped into the lungs through the pulmonary artery. From the lungs
the blood returns via the pulmonary veins into the left atrium, and
through the mitral valve into the left ventricle. From the left ventricle
the blood is pumped into the systemic circulation starting in the aorta.
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cardiovascular system
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A current area of investigation is flow quantification through the
mitral valve, especially in the case of mitral regurgitation [18–20]. For
non-invasive diagnostics in cardiology the most widely available imaging technique is echocardiography [21]. Echocardiographic velocity
measurements using Doppler techniques are quantitative. However,
the Doppler samples can not be measured accurately at multiple locations in the valvular plane, reliable integration to a volume-flow is
therefore not possible. Thus, the amount of mitral valve leakage can
only be categorized semi-quantitatively into four categories: none,
mild, moderate, and severe. Furthermore, echocardiography depends
on a good ‘acoustic window’: ribs, lungs, and abdominal fat may
hamper a good view on the heart. Echocardiography is therefore not
an optimal technique for accurate quantification and/or monitoring
of disease progression.

MRI is capable of accurate quantitative velocity measurements
in combination with an unobstructed view on the heart. Aortic and
pulmonary valve regurgitation can be accurately measured directly
downstream of the valve. The mitral valve, however, moves considerably through the cardiac cycle [19, 22]. The current approach for
mitral regurgitation is therefore an indirect one: aortic cardiac output measurements are compared with left ventricle volume changes
from anatomical images [15, 23]. The difference in blood volume between the forward aortic flow volume and the stroke volume derived
from end-diastolic and end-systolic ventricular volume measurements
yields the backward flow through the mitral valve. A disadvantage of
this method is its sensitivity to errors, as two large volumes are subtracted to calculate a small volume. A direct quantification method
should be adapted to or incorporate the valvular motion, which is
technically challenging [22]. The technical aspects of direct velocity
quantification at the mitral valve will be presented in more detail in
the next section.
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Velocity Measurements

Resonating spins that are moving during application of a gradient,
change resonance frequency along with the local resonance frequency.
This effect can be unwanted and leading to artifacts in the resulting
image, but can also be used in advantage to measure the movement.
After application of a gradient, the moving spins will have the
same frequency as their new stationary neighbors, but because of
their different history of rotations the moving spins will be in another
phase of their rotation. This phase deviation is directly proportional
to the velocity of the spins (assuming constant velocity). If this gradient is followed by an equal gradient but with opposite polarity (of
the small additional magnetic field), the stationary spins will have the
same phase as before the gradients were applied. This implies that
applying two equal gradients with opposite polarity, a bipolar gradient, will not interfere with the imaging process, but moving spins will
have acquired a phase deviation proportional to their velocity. Unfortunately, the phase of stationary spins is still undefined as there are
other phenomena that also introduce phase changes. The arbitrary
phases from sources insensitive to gradients and constant over time
can easily be eliminated by subtraction of two measurements, one
with the velocity encoding bipolar gradient, and one without. The
phases from gradient-depending sources are not easy to eliminate,
these will be discussed later in this section. The bipolar gradient can
be applied in each of the three imaging directions (SS, RO, FE), resulting in velocity measurements in each of these specific directions:
through-plane, and/or in-plane. This way of MR velocity measurement is referred to as the ‘phase contrast’ (PC) technique [11–13]. A
phase contrast sequence is shown in Figure 1.3.
Phase signals are only unique over one rotation, which translates
into a finite range of velocities that are uniquely identifiable. This
range depends on the strength and timing of the bipolar gradient and
is indicated by the parameter venc . Besides the phase, the magnitude
of the measured signal contains still the normal tissue information.
Therefore the result of a phase contrast measurement will normally be
presented in two images; a magnitude image, showing the anatomy by
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Figure 1.5: Magnitude image showing the anatomy and the accompanying phase map with through-plane velocity measurements in a transverse plane just above the heart. The aorta ascendens is indicated by
the white arrows. Grey indicates zero velocity, white velocities in one
direction (in this case towards the head) and black in the opposite
direction (towards the feet).

tissue contrast, and a phase map, representing velocities. An example
of a magnitude image and its accompanying phase map is shown in
Figure 1.5.
As any other technique, also phase contrast imaging has its limitations. Two issues of interest for cardiac MRI will be investigated
and discussed in this thesis. The following section will give an introduction on the background of these issues and an overview of the
research that has been conducted in these areas.

1.4

Aim of study

Part I - Flow quantification of the mitral valve: combining
phase contrast with SSFP sequences
Mitral valve regurgitation assessment is challenging because of the
constant valvular movement, as was pointed out earlier. These circumstances require a velocity measurement in a 3D spatial volume,
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with velocity sensitivity in all three orthogonal directions and time
resolved (7-dimensional). On current commercially available MRscanners, the phase-contrast technique is implemented in the standard
Gradient Echo (GE) sequence. A PC-GE sequence is very well suited
for straight forward velocity measurements as for cardiac output measurements in the aorta and pulmonary artery [11–13]. However, when
extending the acquisition to a full 7D measurement two shortcomings
of the technique become prohibitive. The first shortcoming is time.
PC-GE uses typically a TR of 10 ms. This seems short, but for a
full 7D acquisition this easily adds up to over 40 minutes, which is
too long to be of use for clinical practice. The other shortcoming is
the signal intensity. In a PC-GE sequence, before applying a new
RF-pulse, the net signal from spins that are still in the excited state
from the previous pulse is erased by spoiler-gradients (see Figure 1.3
the gradients after read-out). As a result these spins can not contribute to the signal to be created by the new RF-pulse. Therefore,
the signal intensity of a PC-GE sequence depends strongly on the
inflow of new spins by blood flow into the imaging volume [24, 25].
In case of a 2D image technique with through-plane blood flow, this
works properly as blood spends a relatively short time in the image
slice. In case of a 3D image of the heart, the situation is completely
different. The ventricles act as reservoirs to collect blood, as a result
of which blood spends a considerable time in the image volume and
signal intensity drops to a level where contrast with the myocardium
vanishes [26, 27]. This is shown in Figure 1.6. In summary: PC-GE
is less suitable for 7D acquisitions because of its long acquisition time
in combination with insufficient contrast and signal intensity.
Steady state sequences, as steady state free precession (SSFP),
are often used in CMR because they are fast and have a high signal
intensity [26, 28]. The sequence is fast because it does not apply
spoiler-gradients but keeps the signal in a steady-state. The signal
intensity does not depend so much on inflow of new spins, but depends
on the ratio of the T2 and T1 relaxation times which results in a
high intrinsic blood-myocardium (heart muscle) contrast (see Figure
1.7). Combination with the phase contrast technique, however, faces
some difficulties. In the first place, insertion of the bipolar gradient
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Figure 1.6: 3D PC-GE left in systole and right in diastole. In the left
image there is no contrast between the blood and myocardium due to
saturation effects, in the right image the contrast of unsaturated spins
is clearly visible. The mitral valve is indicated by the white arrows.
causes an increase of TR. Increase of TR makes the steady state more
sensitive to disturbance by flowing spins [29–32], resulting in image
artifacts. Furthermore, the requirement of phase mapping to subtract
two measurements interferes with the preservation of the steady state.
Nevertheless, several different implementations have been made by
Overall et al. [33], Markl et al. [34], and Pai [35] to incorporate the
phase contrast technique in a steady state sequence.
Outline part I
Part I of this thesis evaluates different PC-SSFP sequences on their
prospective suitability for quantification of mitral valvular flow. In
Chapter 2 the multiecho method presented by Pai [35] was validated in vitro on a flow phantom and evaluated in vivo on cardiac
output measurements in comparison with PC-GE. In Chapter 3 the
approach presented by Overall et al. [33] was implemented in a 3D
SSFP sequence. The new sequence was subsequently tested on its
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Figure 1.7: Four chamber view using an SSFP sequence showing the
high blood-myocardium contrast. The mitral valve is indicated by the
white arrow.
imaging and phase mapping properties at the mitral valve. In Chapter 4 this sequence was further developed to a full 7D PC-SSFP
sequence with retrogated cardiac triggering and was tested for mitral
valve flow quantification in healthy subjects and patients.
Part II - Velocity Offsets: characterization in a multi-vendor
study
Phase signal depends on several phenomena, as was earlier mentioned.
The utilized phase signal depends on velocity and the actual gradients. Some of the other phenomena, e.g. local inhomogeneities in
the main magnetic field, are constant during the acquisition. These
are eliminated by the subtraction of a velocity encoded measurement
and a measurement without velocity encoding (in fact, any set of two
different velocities will do for this purpose). After subtraction there
are, however, two phase phenomena that are uncorrelated to velocity
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Figure 1.8: Velocity offset from phase differences is shown in the chest
wall. The stationary chest wall shows a spatially varying shade of
grey. Contrast settings were adapted to show the offset more clearly.

but that do depend on actual gradients and timing. Consequently
these phases are non-zero after subtraction. This phase difference
translates into a velocity offset that varies spatially over the velocity
map, as can be seen in Figure 1.8.
One of the sources of additional phases are the concomitant gradient fields or Maxwell fields. According to Maxwell’s laws magnetic
field lines form closed loops (zero divergence of the magnetic field).
Therefore an isolated linear gradient field cannot be generated, higher
order fields will always coexist. But just as these higher order fields
are described by Maxwell’s law, the resulting phases can be computed
and corrected for [36]. A second source of phase effects are eddy currents. Eddy currents are the currents induced in other conducting
elements to oppose a changing magnetic field (Lenz’s law). In, for
example, metal detectors and traffic detection systems eddy currents
are used to their advantage. In MR-scanners, however, they are an
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unwanted side effect when generating a gradient field and, in contrast
to the Maxwell fields, they are not easy to predict and correct for.
Eddy currents are compensated for to a large extent (pre-emphasis)
[37, 38] and remaining effects have been studied extensively [30, 39–
42]. Despite all efforts, the remaining eddy currents can still cause
velocity offsets.
In clinical practice these remaining eddy currents can cause large
errors in blood flow quantification such as cardiac output measurements. Although the resulting velocity offsets are relatively small
(few percent of the venc ), due to the integration over the vessel cross
section and over the cardiac cycle the error in flow measurements can
become significant (about tenfold). Figure 5.2 on page 91 gives an
example of the effect of an offset on aortic flow quantification. Several
post-acquisition correction methods exist; the velocity offset can be
estimated from static tissue [43, 44]. However, the offset varies with
position and in the vicinity of the heart there is no static tissue that
can serve this purpose. For cardiac applications an interpolation can
be made from static tissue in the chest wall [45, 46]. In all cases, the
gold standard is assessment of velocity offsets by an additional phantom acquisition [43]. The eddy currents depend only on the gradients
and their timing, they do not depend on the subject/object in the
scanner. Therefore a separate scan of a static object, a phantom, can
be made to measure correctly the offset as long as the exact same
gradients are applied [47].
Outline part II
Existing correction methods work well, as was proved in single center
studies. It would however be desirable if a correction could be omitted. Secondly, there is ongoing debate in the field whether this is an
individual system performance issue or a broader problem. Part II
of this thesis studies phase offsets due to eddy currents in a multicenter setting, using protocols comparable to the clinical practice.
Chapter 5 starts off with an investigation of the severity and extent
of the offsets among scanners of several vendors. Once the scope of
the problem is clear, Chapter 6 investigates the offset behavior as
a function of different protocol parameter settings in order to yield
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practical guidelines among vendors for optimization. Existing correction methods assume the background offset to be stable between the
time that the velocity acquisition was performed and the correction
scan was acquired. In Chapter 7 this assumption was tested, as
there was no published evidence regarding the temporal stability of
the phase offsets.
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